FOR SAFETY REASONS; SERVICE WILL NOT BE PROVIDED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

ROUTE 1 SOUTHBOUND:

- SR 20/MILLER RD (GRAVEL PULLOUT SOUTH OF MILLER RD) – OAK HARBOR
- SR 20/HOLBROOK RD – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/ZYLSTRA RD – COUPEVILLE
- MAIN STREET/RED APPLE (PASSENGERS SERVICED PRIOR TO PARKING LOT NEAR POSTAL BOX) – COUPEVILLE
- PARK RD (ROAD TO WAIF/RHODODENDRON PARK) – COUPEVILLE
- SR 525/WONN RD – GREENBANK
- SR 525/WITTE WY – GREENBANK
- SR 525/ PIONEER PK – BAYVIEW
- SR 525 / MIDVALE RD – CLINTON
- SR 525/KRAMER RD – BAYVIEW
- SR 525/SOUTH OF CLINTON P&R AND BETWEEN CLINTON FERRY – CLINTON

ROUTE 1 NORTHBOUND:

- SR 525/KRAMER RD – BAYVIEW
- SR 525/NEWMAN - BAYVIEW
- SR 20/CAMERON RD (U-HAUL STOP) – FREELAND
- SR 20/CARNICA WY (5 ACRE FARM) – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/DONAHEY RD DRIVEWAY (DRIVEWAY ACROSS FROM DONAHEY RD) – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/PATMORE RD.-COUPEVILLE
- MAIN STREET/RED APPLE (PASSENGERS SERVICED ACROSS FROM TYEE PARKING LOT) – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/LIBBEY RD DRIVEWAY (SMALL DRIVEWAY JUST SOUTH OF LIBBEY RD) – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/ZYLSTRA RD – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/HOLBROOK RD – COUPEVILLE
- SR 20/GRACE COMMUNITY CHURCH – OAK HARBOR
ROUTE 12:

- OAK HARBOR RD/OAK HOLLOW MOBILE PARK (DRIVEAY ACROSS FROM PARK) – OAK HARBOR

ROUTE 6 SOUTHBOUND:

- SWANTOWN RD/FT NUGENT RD INTERSECTION – OAK HARBOR
- MAIN STREET/RED APPLE - (PASSENGERS SERVICED PRIOR TO PARKING LOT NEAR POSTAL BOX) – COUPEVILLE

ROUTE 411W SOUTHBOUND:

- SR 20/MONKEY HILL RD – OAK HARBOR

ROUTE 411W NORTHBOUND:

- MIDWAY BLVD (BETWEEN PIONEER WY/8TH ST) – OAK HARBOR
- SR 20/FROSTAD RD – OAK HARBOR
- SR 20/MONKEY HILL RD – OAK HARBOR

ROUTE 57 SOUTHBOUND:

- SR 525/KRAMER RD - BAYVIEW
- SR 525/PIONEER PK – BAYVIEW

ROUTE 58 SOUTHBOUND:

- SR 525 / MIDVALE RD – CLINTON